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The final results

1. White Hat (data and information)

As for data and information about training in Poland, our partners mentioned the 

following events:

1- Welcoming cerimony in the House of Culture

2- Maska- making  a traditional dish

3- Ice-breaking game Who am I?

4- Exploring the village

5- Folklore workshop

6-Trip to Osikek

7- Planting a tree of our friendship

8- Workshops on sport and creativity

9- Workshop on music and art

10- Preparation of the film

11- Recording the film

12- Hobby clubs presentations and posters

13- Trip to Zagreb

2. Red Hat (feelings and emotions)

As for feelings and emotions during the meeting were the following:

1.  Happiness:  We  felt  very  good  at  the  party  and  in  the  sport  activities.  Warmly

welcomed by host families. Easy to get along with partner students and teachers.

2. Sadness: When we left our families and friends. Days resulted so short.



3.  Curiosity:  When we discovered new places.

4. Pride: The moment we were given our certificates we felt proud of ourselves and when

we had our presentation about Dances in Spain.

7.  Embarrassment:  the first  night with the family was a bit  embarrassing.  When some

families gave us pocket money and we didn’t know what to do (whether to keep it or not)

8. Excitement: When we arrived at Croatia.

 

3.  Yellow Hat (benefits and positive view)

Benefits and positive view:

 

1. Learning to dance other countries’ dances and eating different types of food. Also doing 

some workshops and playing some sports with new people.

2. Meeting new people and being able to speak English with them.

3. Visiting new places.

4.Getting pocket money from the families.

5.  Leaving our routines for a few days.

6. Making friends for life.

4.   Black Hat (critical judgment)

As for critics there were some things we did not like:

1. Some times, age difference could make understanding a bit difficult but we could 



manage to overcome difficulties..

5.  Green Hat (creative thinking and new ideas)

1.  We think that we could have  had more free time.

2. We believe that we could have visited more places.

6.  Blue Hat (process control and thinking)

All our team are conviced that Erasmus project is the best thing students

can do to socialize with other people from other countries, learning how to

communicate in English in different situations of the day and having new

opportunities to visit the world and learning new cultures and customs. So,

it is also a week to get away form daily routines that could help teenagers

eliminate stress. In conclusion, we hope repeat it another time in our lives

because the only experience that we have already had in our lives couldn’t

be better!!!

Thank you!


